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Abstract—Decision-tree-based packet classification algorithms
such as HiCuts, HyperCuts, and EffiCuts show excellent search
performance by exploiting the geometrical representation of rules
in a classifier and searching for a geometric subspace to which
each input packet belongs. However, decision tree algorithms in-
volve complicated heuristics for determining the field and number
of cuts. Moreover, fixed interval-based cutting not relating to the
actual space that each rule covers is ineffective and results in a
huge storage requirement. A new efficient packet classification
algorithm using boundary cutting is proposed in this paper. The
proposed algorithm finds out the space that each rule covers and
performs the cutting according to the space boundary. Hence,
the cutting in the proposed algorithm is deterministic rather than
involving the complicated heuristics, and it is more effective in
providing improved search performance and more efficient in
memory requirement. For rule sets with 1000–100 000 rules, simu-
lation results show that the proposed boundary cutting algorithm
provides a packet classification through 10–23 on-chip memory
accesses and 1–4 off-chip memory accesses in average.

Index Terms—Binary search, boundary cutting, decision tree
algorithms, HiCuts, packet classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

P ACKET classification is an essential function in Internet
routers that provides value-added services such as net-

work security and quality of service (QoS) [1]. A packet classi-
fier should comparemultiple header fields of the received packet
against a set of predefined rules and return the identity of the
highest-priority rule that matches the packet header.
The use of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)

with off-chip ternary content addressable memories (TCAMs)
has been the best solution for wire-speed packet for-
warding [2], [3]. However, TCAMs have some limitations.
TCAMs consume 150 more power per bit than static
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random access memories (SRAMs). TCAMs consume around
30%–40% of total line card power [4], [5]. When line cards
are stacked together, TCAMs impose a high cost on cooling
systems. TCAMs also cost about 30 more per bit of storage
than double-data-rate SRAMs. Moreover, for an -bit port
range field, it may require TCAM entries, making the
exploration of algorithmic alternatives necessary.
Many algorithms and architectures have been proposed over

the years in an effort to identify an effective packet classifi-
cation solution [6]–[35]. Use of a high bandwidth and a small
on-chipmemorywhile the rule database for packet classification
resides in the slower and higher capacity off-chip memory by
proper partitioning is desirable [36], [37]. Performance metrics
for packet classification algorithms primarily include the pro-
cessing speed, as packet classification should be carried out in
wire-speed for every incoming packet. Processing speed is eval-
uated using the number of off-chip memory accesses required to
determine the class of a packet because it is the slowest opera-
tion in packet classification. The amount of memory required to
store the packet classification table should be also considered.
Most traditional applications require the highest priority

matching. However, the multimatch classification concept is
becoming an important research item because of the increasing
need for network security, such as network intrusion detection
systems (NIDS) and worm detection, or in new application pro-
grams such as load balancing and packet-level accounting [7].
In NIDS, a packet may match multiple rule headers, in which
case the related rule options for all of the matching rule headers
need to be identified to enable later verification. In accounting,
multiple counters may need to be updated for a given packet,
making multimatch classification necessary for the identifica-
tion of the relevant counters for each packet [4].
Our study analyzed various decision-tree-based packet clas-

sification algorithms. If a decision tree is properly partitioned
so that the internal tree nodes are stored in an on-chip memory
and a large rule database is stored in an off-chip memory, the
decision tree algorithm can provide very high-speed search per-
formance. Moreover, decision tree algorithms naturally enable
both the highest-priority match and the multimatch packet clas-
sification. Earlier decision tree algorithms such as HiCuts [8]
and HyperCuts [9] select the field and number of cuts based
on a locally optimized decision, which compromises the search
speed and the memory requirement. This process requires a fair
amount of preprocessing, which involves complicated heuristics
related to each given rule set. The computation required for the
preprocessing consumes much memory and construction time,
making it difficult for those algorithms to be extended to large
rule sets because of memory problems in building the decision
trees. Moreover, the cutting is based on a fixed interval, which
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does not consider the actual space that each rule covers; hence
it is ineffective.
In this paper, we propose a new efficient packet classifi-

cation algorithm based on boundary cutting. Cutting in the
proposed algorithm is based on the disjoint space covered
by each rule. Hence, the packet classification table using the
proposed algorithm is deterministically built and does not
require the complicated heuristics used by earlier decision tree
algorithms. The proposed algorithm has two main advantages.
First, the boundary cutting of the proposed algorithm is more
effective than that of earlier algorithms since it is based on rule
boundaries rather than fixed intervals. Hence, the amount of
required memory is significantly reduced. Second, although BC
loses the indexing ability at internal nodes, the binary search at
internal nodes provides good search performance.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II

provides an overview of the earlier decision tree algorithms.
Section III describes the proposed BC algorithm. Section IV
describes the refined structure of the BC algorithm, termed
selective BC. Section V shows the data structure of each
decision tree algorithm. Section VI shows the performance
evaluation results using three different types of rule sets with
1000–100 000 rules each acquired from a publicly available
database. Section VII offers a brief conclusion.

II. RELATED WORKS

Packet classification can be formally defined as follows [10]:
Packet matches rule , for , if all the header
fields , for , of the packet match the corre-
sponding fields in , where is the number of rules and
is the number of fields. If a packet matches multiple rules, the
rule with the highest priority is returned for a single-best-match
packet classification problem and the list of matching rules
is returned for the multimatch packet classification problem.
Rule sets are generally composed of five fields. The first two
fields are related to source and destination prefixes and require
prefix match operation. The next two fields are related to source
and destination port ranges (or numbers), which require range
match. The last field is related to protocol type and requires an
exact match.

A. HiCuts

Each rule defines a five-dimensional hypercube in a five-di-
mensional space, and each packet header defines a point in the
space. The HiCuts algorithm [8] recursively cuts the space into
subspaces using one dimension per step. Each subspace ends up
with fewer overlapped rule hypercubes that allow for a linear
search. In the construction of a decision tree of the HiCuts
algorithm, a large number of cuts consumes more storage, and
a small number of cuts causes slower search performance. It is
challenging to balance the storage requirement and the search
speed. The HiCuts algorithm uses two parameters, a space
factor (spfac) and a threshold (binth), in tuning the heuristics,
which trade off the depth of the decision tree against the
memory amount. The field in which a cut may be executed is
chosen to minimize the maximum number of rules included in
any subspace. The spfac, a function of space measure, is used

to determine the number of cuts for the chosen field. The binth
is a predetermined number of rules included in the leaf nodes
of the decision tree for a linear search.
For simplicity, considering a two-dimensional (2-D) plane

composed of the first two prefix fields, a rule can be represented
by an area. Fig. 1 shows the areas that each rule covers in a
prefix plane for a given 2-D example rule set. As shown, a
rule with ) lengths in and fields covers the area of

, where is the maximum length of the field
( is 32 in IPv4).
An example decision tree of the HiCuts algorithm for the

given rule set is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this example, the spfac
and binth are set as 2 and 3, respectively. The number of cuts
to be made in each internal node is determined by considering
spfac and the number of rules included in the subspace covered
by the internal node. In Fig. 2, each internal node (oval node)
has a cut field and the number of cuts, and each leaf node (rect-
angular node) has rules included in the subspace corresponding
to the leaf. For the first cut, eight cuts in the field are se-
lected. Cutting should be repeated for nodes having rules more
than the binth. The subspaces corresponding to the cuts made by
the decision tree shown in Fig. 2 are indicated by dotted lines
in Fig. 1. For example, at the root node, the field ( -axis in
Fig. 1) is split into eight partitions. The first partition is split
further by two cuts in the field ( -axis in Fig. 1), and so on.
Rules covering (or belonging to) a partition are stored into the
corresponding leaf node.
Starting from the root node, the search procedure examines a

number of bits of a header field that is defined at each internal
node until a leaf node is reached. For example, for a given input
(000110, 111100, 19, 23, TCP), the first three bits of the field
are examined since the root node has eight cuts. Since they are
000, the search follows the first edge of the decision tree. Since
the internal node of the second level has two cuts in the
field, the first bit of the field is examined and determined
to be one; hence, the search follows the second edge. Rules ,
, and are stored in the corresponding leaf node, and the

given input is compared first with and finds a match. For
the multimatch classification problem, other rules are compared
and the list of matching rules is identified. For the best match
classification, other rules in the leaf node are not necessarily
compared if rules are stored in decreasing order of priority and
a match is found. Note that when the port range fields are used
for cutting, determining the child pointer to follow does not rely
on simple indexing since the interval specified by a port range
is not always a power of two.

B. HyperCuts

While the HiCuts algorithm only considers one field at a time
for selecting cut dimension, the HyperCuts algorithm [9] con-
siders multiple fields at a time. For the same example set, the
decision tree of the HyperCuts algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The
spfac and binth are set as 1.5 and 3, respectively. As shown at
the root node, the and fields are used simultaneously for
cutting. Note that each edge of the root node represents the bit
combination of 00, 10, 01, and 11, respectively, which is one bit
in the first field followed by one bit in the second field. For the
same input, the search follows the third edge of the root node
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Fig. 1. Rules in a prefix plane.

Fig. 2. Decision tree of the HiCuts algorithm.

Fig. 3. Decision tree of the HyperCuts algorithm.

and compares it to . The search then follows the first edge
and compares to and at a leaf. Compared to the HiCuts
algorithm, the decision tree of the HyperCuts algorithm gener-
ally has a smaller depth (not shown in the figures), as multiple
fields are used at the same time in a single internal node.

Since the HyperCuts algorithm generally incurs considerable
memory overhead compared to the HiCuts algorithm, several
techniques have been proposed to refine the algorithm, such
as space compaction and pushing common rule subsets up-
ward [9]. For example, rules and at the second level
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of the HyperCuts tree in Fig. 3 were pushed upward to the
parent internal node because those rules are included in every
child of the internal node. These refinements effectively reduce
the number of replicated rules, but require complicated pro-
cessing. Moreover, as will be shown through the simulation,
if upward pushing occurs at high levels, search performance
is significantly degraded since rules stored in the high levels
of a decision tree are compared in the earlier search phase
that involves many inputs. For example, if we apply upward
pushing to the HiCuts tree in Fig. 2, rules and should be
located at the root node, and those rules should be compared to
every input. This results in search performance degradation.
There is a concern in implementing HiCuts or HyperCuts al-

gorithm. If the predetermined binth is improperly small, the al-
gorithms will try to split a space even though there is no rule
boundary inside. If there is no rule boundary inside the space
covered by a node, the number of rules included in the node
cannot be reduced further by more cutting. It is suggested to
use an optimization called rule overlapping. If every rule in-
cluded in a leaf covers the entire space corresponding to the
leaf, which means that if there is no rule boundary inside the
space covered by the leaf, rules except the highest-priority rule
are removed from the leaf by the rule overlapping optimization.
By doing this, the number of rules included in the leaf becomes
less than the binth. However, no rule should be ignored for mul-
timatch classification. Hence, HiCuts andHyperCuts algorithms
require a stopping condition other than the binth to be applied to
the multimatch classification problem. As will be shown in the
simulation section, we will find a proper value of binth avoiding
this problem instead of finding out other stopping condition.
Recently, a new decision tree algorithm, EffiCuts, is pro-

posed [11]. In solving the issues of previous decision tree
algorithms, EffiCuts employs several new ideas such as tree
separation and equi-dense cut. The tree separation is to separate
small rules from large rules and makes multiple decision trees
so that fine cutting for small rules does not cause the replication
of large rules. Here, a small (large) rule means a rule covering
a small (large) subspace. While HiCuts and HyperCuts employ
equal-sized cuts as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the equi-dense cut
is to employ unequal-sized cuts based on rule density in each
subspace in order to distribute rules evenly among the children.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

HiCuts and HyperCuts algorithms perform cutting based on
a fixed interval, and hence the partitioning is ineffective in re-
ducing the number of rules belonging to a subspace. More-
over, when the number of cuts in a field is being determined,
complicated preprocessing should be made to balance the re-
quired memory size and the search performance. In this study,
we propose a deterministic cutting algorithm based on each rule
boundary, termed as boundary cutting (BC) algorithm.

A. Building a BC Decision Tree

When the cutting of a prefix plane according to rule bound-
aries is performed, both the starting and the ending boundaries
of each rule can be used for cutting, but cutting by either is suf-
ficient since decision tree algorithms generally search for a sub-
space in which an input packet belongs and the headers of the

Fig. 4. Decision tree of the boundary cutting algorithm.

given input are compared for entire fields to the rules belonging
to the subspace (represented by a leaf node of the decision tree).
For example, regarding the rules shown in Fig. 1, by padding

zeros to reach the maximum length [20] (assuming six in this
case), the start boundaries in the field of the rules can be
derived as 000000, 000100, 001000, 010000, 011100, 100000,
and 110000. Hence, the entire line of the field
can be split into seven intervals—[0, 3], [4, 7], [8, 15], [16, 27],
[28, 31], [32, 47], and [48, 63]—versus the eight regular inter-
vals in the HiCuts algorithm. The same processing can be re-
peated for the field. The starting boundaries in the and
fields are noted in Fig. 1. The decision tree of the proposed

algorithm that makes cuts according to the starting rule bound-
aries is shown in Fig. 4. Here, binth is also set as three. At the
root node, the field is used to split the entire line to seven dis-
jointed intervals; hence, the root node has seven binary search
entries. At level 2, the field is used to further split each sub-
space that has more rules than binth.
Comparison of the proposed decision tree to the HiCuts deci-

sion tree shows that the BC algorithm does not cause unneces-
sary cutting. Clearly, no two leaves have the same set of rules.
Since cutting does not occur in the absence of a boundary, un-
necessary cutting is avoided. Hence, rule replication is reduced
in the BC algorithm. Additionally, the depth of the decision tree
is always less than or equal to six including a leaf since each
field is used once at the most.

B. Searching in the BC Algorithm

The cuts at each internal node of the BC decision tree do not
have fixed intervals. Hence, at each internal node of the tree, a
binary search is required to determine the proper edge to follow
for a given input. However, it will be shown in Section VI that
the BC algorithm provides better search performance than the
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HiCuts algorithm despite of the memory access for the binary
search at the internal nodes.
During the binary search, the pointer to the child node is re-

membered when the input matches the entry value or when the
input is larger than the entry value [20]. Consider an input packet
with headers (000110, 111100, 19, 23, TCP), for example; since
is used at the root node, a binary search using the header

of the given input is performed. The header 000110 is com-
pared to the middle entry of the root node, which is 010000.
Since the input is smaller, the search proceeds to the smaller half
and compares the input to the entry 000100. Since the input is
larger, the child pointer (the second edge) is remembered, and
the search proceeds to a larger half. The input is compared to
001000, and it is found to be smaller, but there is no entry to
proceed in a smaller half. Hence, the search follows the remem-
bered pointer, the second edge. At the second level, by per-
forming a binary search, the last edge is selected for the
header 111100. The linear search, which is the same as that in the
HiCuts or HyperCuts algorithm, is performed for rules stored
in the leaf node. The binary search at each internal node takes

time finding a suitable edge to follow for entries.

IV. SELECTIVE BC ALGORITHM

This section proposes a refined structure for the BC algo-
rithm. The decision tree algorithms including the BC algorithm
use binth to determine whether a subspace should become an
internal node or a leaf node. In other words, if the number of
rules included in a subspace is more than binth, the subspace
becomes an internal node; otherwise, it becomes a leaf node. In
the BC algorithm, if a subspace becomes an internal node, every
starting boundary of the rules included in the subspace is used
for cutting as shown in Fig. 4. We propose a refined structure
using the binth to select or unselect the boundary of a rule at an
internal node. In other words, the refined structure activates a
rule boundary only when the number of rules included in a par-
tition exceeds the binth.
For example, there are three internal nodes in the second

level of the decision tree shown in Fig. 4. For the first internal
node, the middle boundary, which is 100000, separates the
area covered by the internal node into two partitions, which
are [0, 31] and [32, 63] in the interval. Since the first
partition has two rules, and , there is no need to use
the other boundary 011000 included in [0, 31], and since the
second partition has three rules (which does not exceed binth),
, , and , there is no need to use the other boundary

111000 included in [32, 63]. Hence, the internal node results in
only two partitions. Similarly, in the second internal node, the
middle boundary (110000) separates the area covered by the
internal node into two partitions, each of which has three rules;
hence, the other boundaries do not have to be used. The same
thing happens in the last internal node.
The refined structure of the BC algorithm, called selective

BC (SBC), is shown in Fig. 5. At the root node, the middle
boundary of each partition is recursively considered to deter-
mine whether it should be activated or inactivated, but each par-
tition has more rules than binth; hence, all boundaries are used.
Upon comparison of the SBC and the BC processes, the number

Fig. 5. Decision tree of the selective boundary cutting algorithm.

of leaves is reduced from 16 to 10; consequently, the number of
stored rules is reduced from 34 to 27.

V. DATA STRUCTURE

There are two different ways of storing rules in decision tree
algorithms. The first way separates a rule table from a deci-
sion tree. In this case, each rule is stored only once in the rule
table, while each leaf node of a decision tree has pointers to the
rule table for the rules included in the leaf. The number of rule
pointers that each leaf must hold equals the binth. In searching
for the best matching rule for a given packet or the list of all
matching rules, after a leaf node in the decision tree is reached
and the number of rules included in the leaf is identified, extra
memory accesses are required to access the rule table.
The other way involves storing rules within leaf nodes. In this

case, search performance is better since extra access to the rule
table is avoided, but extra memory overhead is caused due to
rule replication. In our simulation in this paper, it is assumed
that rules are stored in leaf nodes since the search performance
is more important than the required memory.
A leaf node includes multiple rule entries. Table I shows the

data structure of a rule entry stored in a leaf node of decision
tree algorithms. The data structure of the rule entry is the same
for all decision tree algorithms except for the last field, which
is the next rule pointer. The number of bits allocated for the
next rule pointer field is , where is the total number
of stored rules. As will be shown in Section VI, rule sets with
about 100 000 rules cause tremendous rule replication; hence,
becomes an extremely large number. The next rule pointer

shown in Table I is roughly estimated as 30 bits that hold up to
10 entries.
Table II shows the data structure of the internal nodes of each

decision tree. For BC and selective boundary cutting (SBC),
represents the total number of boundary entries at internal

nodes. The number of entries field is used to specify the entries
that are involved in the binary search at an internal node. Each
internal node of the BC and SBC algorithms requires 3.625 and
3.5 B, respectively, to represent node information such as field
selection and the number of boundary entries. Each boundary
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TABLE I
DATA STRUCTURES OF STORING A RULE AT LEAF NODES

entry of the internal node has a 32-bit boundary value and a
child pointer. Note that each boundary entry has a child pointer
for the BC and SBC algorithms.
For the HiCuts and HyperCuts algorithms, represents the

number of internal nodes. The internal nodes of every decision
tree algorithm have bits that are used to represent a field se-
lection (multiple fields for HyperCuts). Since an internal node
can have both internal nodes and leaf nodes as its children,
separately storing internal nodes from leaf nodes and avoiding
storing many child pointers require the presence of a map that
represents whether each child is an internal node or a leaf node
and two pointers that direct the first internal child and the first
leaf child.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations using C++ have been extensively performed
for rule sets created by Classbench [38]. Three different types
of rule sets—access control list (ACL), firewall (FW), and
Internet protocol chain (IPC)—are generated with sizes of
approximately 1000, 5000, 10 000, 50 000, and 100 000 rules
each. Rule sets are named using the set type followed by the
size such as with ACL1K, which means an ACL type set with
about 1000 rules.
The performance of each decision tree is highly dependent on

the rule set characteristics, especially the number of rules with a
wildcard in the prefix fields, since prefix fields are mostly used
for cutting because of the variety of distinct values. The numbers
and rates of those rules with a wildcard in each field are shown
in Table III, in which is the number of rules included in each
rule set. ACL type sets have the smallest rate of wildcards in
the prefix fields, but a high rate in the port number field. The
source port number is always a wildcard. IPC type sets have a
high rate of wildcards in port number fields and in the protocol
type field. Compared to other types, FW type sets have a much
higher rate of wildcards in the prefix fields, especially in the
destination prefix field.

A. Setting binth

The HiCuts and HyperCuts algorithms do not have a cut-stop
condition other than binth. Setting binth as an arbitrary small
number will cause an infinite loop of unnecessary cutting if

there is no rule boundary inside the subspace covered by an in-
ternal node. The optimization of rule overlapping that removes
rules except the highest-priority rule in such nodes can solve this
problem. However, no rule should be ignored for multimatch
packet classification.
To solve this issue and reduce the unpredictability that arises

from using different binth values, we performed the simulation
in two steps. The first step is to determine the proper binth value.
We first constructed the BC algorithm setting binth as an arbi-
trary small number and then identified jumbo leaves, those here
that have more rules than binth. The jumbo leaves exist because
the number of rules cannot be reduced further by more cutting
since there is no rule boundary inside the subspace covered by
them. Among the number of rules included in the jumbo leaves,
the largest number is identified, and we name the number lower
bound binth, meaning that binth should not be smaller than this
number to avoid unnecessary cutting. For example, considering
the prefix plain shown in Fig. 1, there is no rule boundary inside
the areas covered by , , and . Among these areas, in
the area of , and are also involved. Hence, the largest
number is three, and hence the lower bound binth is three.

B. Decision Tree Characteristics

In the second step, we constructed decision trees of BC, SBC,
HiCuts, and HyperCuts algorithms setting binth as the identi-
fied lower bound value. Cutting is recursively performed and
stopped if the number of rules included in a subspace is less
than or equal to the lower bound binth. The performances of the
HiCuts and HyperCuts algorithms depend on spfac as well. In
our simulation, spfac was set to 1.5 for 1K sets and 2 for all
other sets.
The optimization of rule overlapping was not included in our

simulation to allow the decision trees to simultaneously support
the multimatch and best-match classifications. Node merging
optimization was implemented for HiCuts tree. Node merging,
space compaction, and pushing common rules upward optimiza-
tions were implemented for HyperCuts tree.
Regarding the optimization of the pushing common rules up-

ward, the HyperCuts study [9] states that all common rules as-
sociated with every child of an internal node should be pushed
upward. There can be two different ways of pushing upward:
during the building or after the building of a decision tree. If we
consider the pushing upward optimization during the building
of a decision tree, it is implemented as follows. Once one or
more fields are selected as cut fields at an internal node, rules
having wildcards in the selected fields are located at the internal
node (by means of the pushing upward) without splitting into
child nodes. In this case, rule replication is greatly reduced, but
search performance is significantly degraded since many rules
are located at internal nodes and those rules are linearly com-
pared to inputs arriving at the node. The search performance is
not tolerable for large rule sets or rule sets with many wildcard
rules or short-length prefixes.
On the other hand, if we consider pushing upward after the

completion of tree building, it is implemented as follows. A
decision tree is built without performing the optimization, and
hence each leaf node has a number of rules less than or equal
to binth. From the bottom of the tree, each subtree is examined
to find common rules in every child, and those rules are pushed
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TABLE II
DATA STRUCTURES OF INTERNAL NODES IN EACH DECISION TREE

TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF RULE SETS IN THE NUMBER AND RATE OF WILDCARDS

upward into the root of the subtree. This processing is repeated
until the root of the decision tree is visited. In this case, the total
number of rules located at internal nodes along a path from the
root to a leaf node is guaranteed to be at most binth. Hence, the
search performance is not degraded much by the optimization,
but the rule replication becomes significant.
For the HyperCuts simulation, we implemented two dif-

ferent versions: HyperCuts_1 and HyperCuts_2. Those two
implementations are the same for all other things except for
the optimization of pushing upward. In HyperCuts_1, the opti-
mization was implemented during the building of the decision
tree. In HyperCuts_2, the optimization was implemented after
the building of the decision tree.
The time to construct each decision tree varies widely de-

pending on the tree and rule set types. The time to build the
HiCuts and HyperCuts_2 are longer than building other trees
because they create many internal nodes and a high number
of replicated rules. Other trees show similar building time. FW
types requires the most time because their sets have many rules
with wildcards (Table III) or short-length prefixes and these
rules are replicated many times.
The characteristics of each decision tree for the identified

lower bound binth are shown in Table IV, where is the

constructed tree depth and is the rule replication factor, which
is the total number of stored rules divided by . For large
rule sets such as ACL100K, IPC50K, IPC100K, FW50K, and
FW100K, the decision trees of HyperCuts_2 could not be built
because of memory shortage problem due to the high rule repli-
cation. It is represented by na (not available) in corresponding
fields. As shown, the depth of the BC and the SBC is 4–6 in-
cluding a leaf since each field is used once at the most. The
HiCuts depth is the worst. The depth of the HyperCuts_2 is be-
tween the HyperCuts_1 and the HiCuts.
Comparing the rule replication factors of the BC and the

HiCuts, the BC is sometimes better and sometimes worse.
The reason is that all of the boundaries are used in the BC
for cutting if a node is determined to be an internal. The rule
replication factor of the SBC algorithm is always smaller than
that of the BC and much better than that of the HiCuts. Because
of the optimization of pushing upward in the HyperCuts_1, the
rule replication factor is the smallest except for the IPC sets.
Comparing the HyperCuts_1 and the HyperCuts_2, is much
increased by performing pushing upward optimization after the
building of the tree.
The number of nodes affected by the optimization is shown

in Tables V and VI for HiCuts and HyperCuts, respectively.
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TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH DECISION TREE

TABLE V
OPTIMIZATION CHARACTERISTICS (HICUTS ALGORITHM)

TABLE VI
OPTIMIZATION CHARACTERISTICS (HYPERCUTS ALGORITHM)

The node merging and region compaction optimizations reduce
tree depth and rule replication. Node merging optimization is
not required in the BC and SBC algorithms since leaf nodes
having the same rule subset are not created. The optimization
of region compaction is not required either because it is natu-
rally provided in the BC and SBC algorithms. The pushing up-
ward optimization can be applied to the HiCuts and the BC and
SBC algorithms. However, it must be reconsidered since it can
cause search performance degradation. As shown in Table VI,
the maximum number of rules pushed upward at an internal
node in the HyperCuts_1 can exceed 1000 in large rule sets.
This results in significant search performance degradation.

Comparing the HyperCuts_1 and the HyperCuts_2, we
observed several interesting facts. In the HyperCuts_2, more
number of internal nodes have rules, the total number of rules
located at internal nodes are a lot more, but the maximum
number of rules located at an internal node is much smaller
than in the HyperCuts_1.

C. Required Memory

Table VII shows the estimated memory required to store
the internal nodes of each algorithm. In this table, rep-
resents the number of internal nodes, while represents
the total number of boundary entries at the internal nodes of
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TABLE VII
REQUIRED MEMORY FOR STORING INTERNAL NODES OF EACH DECISION TREE

TABLE VIII
REQUIRED MEMORY FOR STORING RULES IN EACH DECISION TREE

the BC and SBC algorithms. The required memory is calcu-
lated by MB for BC nodes and

MB for SBC nodes (Table II).
The required memory for the internal nodes of HiCuts and
HyperCuts is calculated using MB and

MB, respectively.
The BC and SBC algorithms require a reasonable amount of

memory, less than 4 MB except for large sets such as IPC100K,
FW50K, and FW100K; hence, they can be implemented using
a cache or embedded memory. The memory requirement for
internal HiCuts nodes is much higher, up to 50 that of SBC
algorithm. Hence, it is not practical to implement the internal
nodes of large rule sets in an on-chip memory or a fast cache for
HiCuts. While the HyperCuts_1 requires less memory than the
BC or the SBC, mainly due to the pushing upward optimization,
the HyperCuts_2 requires much more memory.
Table VIII lists the estimated memory required to store rules

in each decision tree. The memory amount is estimated by
MB based on the width of a rule entry shown in

Table I, where is the total number of stored rules. The re-
quired memory for storing rules for decision tree algorithms is
generally reasonable for small sets with up to 10K rules. How-
ever, the memory overhead is significantly increased for large

sets. The HyperCuts_1 requires the least memory for all of the
ACL sets, but requires morememory than SBC for IPC sets. The
memory requirement for the HyperCuts_2 is more than that of
the HyperCuts_1 in all cases because of the large rule replica-
tion. The HiCuts always requires more memory than the SBC
(up to 8 ). Building any of the decision trees for a large number
of FW type rules is not practical in required memory amount.
Table IX lists the total memory amount (bytes per rule) re-

quired by each decision tree for storing a rule. The number is
the required memory amount storing internal nodes shown in
Table VII plus the required memory amount storing rules shown
in Table VIII, divided by the number of rules, .
The memory amount for decision tree algorithms depends on

rule number and type. The ACL and IPC types require several
kilobytes per rule, while the FW type requires several hundred
kilobytes for large sets. The HyperCuts_1 requires the smallest
memory overhead except for the IPC50K and IPC100K.
As shown, all of the decision tree algorithms require consid-

erable memory overhead, especially for large sets. The memory
overhead can be controlled by increasing the binth and reducing
the spfac at the expense of degraded search performance. Deter-
mining the balance between memory overhead and search per-
formance is not a simple task.
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TABLE IX
TOTAL REQUIRED MEMORY AMOUNT PER RULE (kB)

Fig. 6. Worst-case number of memory accesses at internal nodes. (a) ACL.
(b) IPC. (c) FW.

D. Search Performance

Input traces have been also generated from the
Classbench [38] to evaluate search performance. The number
of inputs is about 3 the number of rules. The search
performance was evaluated assuming the highest-priority

Fig. 7. Average number of memory accesses at internal nodes. (a) ACL.
(b) IPC. (c) FW.

match packet classification. Rules are stored in descending
order of priority, and the search is immediately stopped when
a match is found. For HyperCuts, rules stored in the internal
nodes by pushing upward optimization are also compared
to the descending order of priority. If a match is found, the
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Fig. 8. Worst-case number of memory accesses at leaf nodes. (a) ACL. (b) IPC.
(c) FW.

current best match is remembered. When the search continues
at a child node, the priority of the current best match is always
compared to the priority of a rule under comparison to avoid
unnecessary rule comparison in cases that the priority is lower
than that of current best match.
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the worst-case and the average-case

search performances in terms of the number of memory ac-
cesses required at internal nodes. For the HyperCuts_1 and the
HyperCuts_2, the rule comparison at internal nodes caused
by the pushing upward optimization was not included in
these graphs because it is different from the usual operation
performed at the internal nodes. It will be accounted for the
number of memory accesses at the leaf nodes in later graphs.
These graphs show that the number of memory accesses re-

quired at internal nodes of the BC or SBC algorithms is much

Fig. 9. Average number of memory accesses at leaf nodes. (a) ACL. (b) IPC.
(c) FW.

better than that of the HiCuts and slightly worse than that of the
HyperCuts, even though they perform binary searches in each
internal node. The HiCuts provides the worst performance be-
cause of its large depths. The worst-case number is up to 76 for
the HiCuts, while it is up to 29 for the proposed algorithms.
The average number is also better in the BC and SBC algo-
rithms than in the HiCuts. The HyperCuts_1 provides the best
performance in the number of memory accesses at the internal
nodes since the depth is greatly reduced by the pushing upward
optimization.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the worst-case and average-case search

performances at leaf nodes. The worst-case number of memory
accesses at the leaf nodes is closely related to binth. Because
of the rule comparison at internal nodes by the pushing upward
optimization, the HyperCuts_1 shows the worst performance,
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Fig. 10. Total number of memory accesses in the worst case. (a) ACL. (b) IPC.
(c) FW.

which is not tolerable for high-speed packet classification.
The HyperCuts_2 shows much better performance than
HyperCuts_1, but slightly worse performance than other algo-
rithms. In the average search performance, the BC algorithm
provides the best for all cases since every rule boundary is
used; hence, leaves with the smallest number of rules are
generated and require only 1.0–2.8 accesses. The SBC algo-
rithm also shows excellent search performance at leaf nodes,
approximately 1.4–4.0. Assuming that the internal nodes in our
proposed algorithms are stored in an on-chip memory or a fast
cache, the packet classification of our proposed decision tree
algorithms requires 1.0–4.0 in average and 4–47 in the worst
cases in terms of the number of off-chip memory accesses for
the sets with up to 100 000 rules. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the best among the known packet classification algorithms.

Fig. 11. Total number of memory accesses in average. (a) ACL. (b) IPC.
(c) FW.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the total number of memory accesses
including the internal node access and the leaf node access in the
worst case and in the average case, respectively, assuming that
both nodes are stored in off-chip memories. The HyperCuts_1
provides excellent search performance at internal nodes, but the
worst search performance at leaf nodes, while the HiCuts pro-
vide the worst search performance at internal nodes, but excel-
lent search performance at leaf nodes. The proposed algorithms
and the HyperCuts_2 algorithm provide a reasonable search
performance as a whole, but the memory requirement for the
HyperCuts_2 is not tolerable as shown in Table IX.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, decision tree algorithms have been studied,
and a new decision tree algorithm is proposed. Throughout the
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extensive simulation using Classbench databases [38] for the
previous decision tree algorithms, HiCuts and HyperCuts, we
discovered that the performance of decision tree algorithms is
highly dependent on the rule set characteristics, especially the
number of rules with a wildcard or a short-length prefix. For
example, the HiCuts algorithm can provide high-speed search
performance, but the memory overhead for large sets or sets
with many wildcard rules makes its use impractical. We also
discovered that the HyperCuts algorithm either does not provide
high-speed search performance or requires a huge amount of
memory depending on how to implement the pushing upward
optimization.
While the cutting in the earlier decision tree algorithms is

based on a regular interval, the cutting in the proposed algo-
rithm is based on rule boundaries; hence, the cutting in our
proposed algorithm is deterministic and very effective. Further-
more, to avoid rule replication caused by unnecessary cutting, a
refined structure of the proposed algorithm has been proposed.
The proposed algorithms consume a lot less memory space
compared to the earlier decision tree algorithms, and it is up
to several kilobytes per rule except for FW50K and FW100K.
The proposed algorithms achieve a packet classification by
10–23 on-chip memory accesses and 1.0–4.0 off-chip memory
accesses in average.
New network applications have recently demanded a mul-

timatch packet classification [4] in which all matching results
along with the highest-priority matching rule must be returned.
It is necessary to explore efficient algorithms to solve both
classification problems. The decision tree algorithms including
the proposed algorithms in this paper naturally enable both the
highest priority match and the multimatch packet classification.
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